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About This Software
Creative 3D modeling, texturing and rendering tools.
Modo’s powerful and flexible 3D modeling, texturing and rendering toolset empowers artists to explore and develop ideas
without jumping through technical hoops. Whether you’re creating real-time content for immersive experiences like games or
virtual reality; iterating on concepts; using 3D to communicate, visualize or sell an idea, Modo® is your starting point for
creative exploration.

Introducing Modo indie 12
The Modo indie 12 Series delivers enhanced model-bashing tools and workflows, a VR viewport embedded in the UI, iterative
design workflows, and improved animation capabilities.

Modo indie 12.2 highlights include:
GPU accelerated rendering with Optix from NVIDIA
Dozens of updates to Modo’s procedural modeling and award-winning MeshFusion features
Animation and rigging updates influenced by the world’s leading character artists for films and games
Changes to the way which users can customize the user interface allowing for an even more intuitive creation
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environment
Major updates to the Modo Bridge ensuring faster and more reliable data interoperability

Differences between MODO indie and full Modo
OBJ, FBX, glTF 2.0 export limited to 100k polys
Bake and render resolution limited to 4k
Command eval options unavailable
Command, scripts, and command history panel results unavailable except “undo” and “history”
Python editor, third-party scripts, and third-party plugins unavailable
Can import all formats, but can only save in .lxf format
Export formats limited to OBJ, FBX, and glTF 2.0
Image save formats limited to .png, .jpg, .tiff, .tga and .exr
Network Rendering is disabled
Limited to individual use
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Title: MODO indie
Genre: Animation & Modeling, Design & Illustration, Game Development
Developer:
Foundry
Publisher:
Foundry
Release Date: 24 Sep, 2015
7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 10 (64-bit only)
Processor: Intel processor(s), Core i3 or higher
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: The Advanced viewport mode requires an NVIDIA or AMD graphics card with at least 1 GB of graphics memory
and drivers that support OpenGL 3.2 or higher.
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 10 GB available space
Additional Notes: Three-button mouse or pointing device, including pressure sensitive tablets or 3Dconnexion 3D mouse.
Internet connection required to access Steam.

English
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MODO indie offers most of the tools it's big brother does. The only setbacks are that you can not share your work between your
team directly and the polygon limit you can export per model has to be less than 100,000. However, if used for games(specially
indies) it is probably the best option because you model fast and the rent is low.
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